SANCHAR NIGAM EXECUTIVES’ ASSOCIATION
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur
No: SNEA/Rajasthan/Correspondence/2016-2017/56

Date: 18.01.2018

To,
Chief General Manager,
Rajasthan Telecom Circle
Jaipur
Sub: Resolutions passed in 3rd circle executives committee meeting at Udaipur on 13th Jan 2018.
Our 3rd CEC was held at Udaipur on 13th Jan 2018. In this meeting all the issued related to growth of
BSNL and adversely affecting its financial viability were discussed elaborately and following resolution
passed unanimously as under:
1. Business Area concept should be roll back because it is adversely affecting the day to day work
of BSNL.
2. BA heads headquarters are skipping the responsibilities of development work related to their
attached SSAs. They are ignoring the tender related works of their subordinate SSAs which was
the main theme of BA concept, so a common guideline for doing these works at BA head SSA
has to be issued from circle office immediately to overcome this problem.
3. Tendering work of hiring of private vehicles in all SSAs has to be done at central place at BA
head quarter so that tender success rate can be increased and vehicles to the SSAs can be
provided earliest for smooth functioning of small SSAs.
4. Payment of hired vehicles at BA head quarters is being done but fund for payment of hired
vehicles in their other SSAs is not being released for months, this abnormal delay in payment to
vehicle owners is adversely affecting the running of vehicles and in turn field work is being
stopped practically. So BA head should be made accountable for this abnormal delay in payment.
5. Time bound promotion work is suffering badly after implementation of BA concept so HR
sections of BA headquarter should be suitably warned to carry out this work smoothly as per
guidelines of BSNL headquarter on this subject.
6. We should encourage the apprenticeship of ITI/Diploma in BSNL to get skilled man power from
market on time and save time and money for getting manpower through EOI.

(S S Rajput)
Circle Secretary SNEA
Rajasthan Circle Jaipur

